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ABSTRACT

Compared learning is a learning related to the language skills of reading, one of which is to compare the various contents of reviews to find a reviewer's systematics using media poster. In connection with this, the authors are interested in conducting research entitled "Learning Comparing the various contents of the Resensi to Find Systematika a Resensi by Using Media Poster in Class XI SMA 2016/2017 Academic Year". The formulation of the problem that the authors propose is can the authors plan, implement, and assess learning to compare the various contents of reviews to find a reviewer's systematics using poster media in class XI SMA 2016/2017 school year?, can high school class XI follow the learning to compare the various contents of the reviewer to find a systematic review of a reviewer exactly?, how effective is the poster media in learning comparing the various contents of the reviewer to find the systematics of a reviewer in class XI SMA academic year 2016/2017?. The method that writer use in this research is experimental method with quasi experiment type / quasi experiment. While the techniques that the authors use in this study is literature review, observation, testing, and tests. The results of research that the authors do is as follows the author is able to plan, implement, and assess learning to compare the various contents of reviews to menatukan sistematika a reviewer by using media poster in class XI SMA 2016/2017 school year. This is evident from the results of the assessment of planning and implementation of learning amounted to 3.8 which is very good category, students of class XI SMA Negeri 12 Bandung are able to follow the learning to compare various contents of reviewer to find the systematics of a reviewer appropriately. This is evident from the average pretest value of 44 and the average postes value of 80 with an increase of 36, the poster media is effective in learning comparing the various contents of the reviewer to find the systematics of a reviewer in class XI SMA 2016/2017 school year. This is evident from the results of statistical calculations with the tcount of 4.81, ttable of 2.34 at 95% confidence level, and db of 24. Thus, the authors concluded learning to compare various contents reviews to find a reviewer's systematics using media poster Works well.
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